Intern in CFO Cat Risk Management (m/f/d)

Job Purpose/Role
As an integral part of the team, this person will be mainly involved with supporting the development and implementation of GIS solutions, assistance with creation of Python web tools to automate geospatial analyses and automate content management workflows on the ESRI Portal. The role includes processing and publishing of geographic datasets and tools as web services and further integration into web applications.

The Analyst will have responsibility for small to medium size projects and will be responsible for specific outcomes relating to definition, execution and delivery phases of the project.

Key Responsibilities
- Support GIS initiatives related to process automation for determination of hazard intensities and risk
- Assist in the automation of data preparation and deployment into the GIS platform
- Creation and analysis of geographic datasets (OGC or ESRI REST web-services). Processing and publishing of geographic datasets on the ESRI Web Portal
- Development of web-tools in Python to (a) perform geospatial analyses and (b) to automate workflows regarding user/content management on the ESRI Web Portal
- Publishing tools as web processing services and further integration into existing ESRI web applications
- Documentation of processes and communication of the basics of the developed products to internal stakeholders
- For ad-hoc data and reporting as well as project related tasks, contribute to defining scope, timeframes and executing deliverables with internal and external clients.

Key Requirements/Skills/Experience
- Currently enrolled in University (ideally studying Geosciences/ Geoinformatics, Mathematics, Engineering or other area that involves a strong focus on quantitative analysis )
- Strong analytical and conceptual capabilities
- Working knowledge of ESRI software suite (Arc Desktop and preferably Arc Server)
- Python programming skills (preferably experience with ArcPy package)
- Database (SQL) and MS Office skills (Excel, Access, Word, Power Point)
- Basic understanding of Cat Modeling methodologies
- Very good command of the English language (verbal and written), German language is beneficial
- Intercultural awareness and "can-do" attitude. This person will need to work on tasks independently, therefore high organizational and communicational capabilities as well as a proactive attitude, are required.
Previous internships in an insurance company would be an advantage

Reference Code
AGCS-DE-3457/2018-E

Allianz is the home for those who dare – a supportive place where you can take the initiative to grow and to actively strengthen our global leadership position. By truly caring about people – both its 88 million private and corporate customers and more than 140,000 employees – Allianz fosters a culture where its employees are empowered to collaborate, perform, embrace trends and challenge the industry. Our main ambition is to be our customers’ trusted partner, instilling them with the confidence to grow. If you dare, join us at Allianz Group.

Allianz is an equal opportunity employer. Everybody is welcome, regardless of other characteristics such as gender, age, origin, nationality, race or ethnicity, religion, disability, or sexual orientation.

Allianz Global Corporate & Specialty (AGCS) is the Allianz Group’s dedicated carrier for corporate and specialty insurance business. AGCS provides insurance and risk consultancy across the whole spectrum of specialty, alternative risk transfer and corporate business: Marine, Aviation (incl. Space), Energy, Engineering, Entertainment, Financial Lines (incl. D&O), Liability, Mid-Corporate and Property insurance (incl. International Insurance Programs).

Worldwide, AGCS operates in 30 countries with own units and in over 210 countries and territories through the Allianz Group network and partners. In 2016, it employed around 5,000 people and provided insurance solutions to more than three quarters of the ’Fortune Global 500’ companies, writing a total of €7.6 billion gross premium worldwide.

AGCS SE is rated AA by Standard & Poor’s and A+ by A.M. Best.

AGCS promotes an individual work-life balance for example the possibility of working part-time. Provided that the job with its respective basic conditions is suitable for this, all positions advertised on a full-time basis can also be filled on a part-time basis.

If you are currently exempted from statutory pension obligations under section 6 (1) sentence 1 no. 1 SGB VI, please take a look at the important and binding notes in the HR lexicon under: Money / Social Security / Annuity Insurance / Pension Insurance exemption.

More information about careers at Allianz Global Corporate Specialty can be found at www.agcs.allianz.com/careers
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